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1  Introduction 
Due  to the  vulnerability  of mobile  computers  to  catastrophic 
failures,  e.g.,  loss,  theft,  or  physical  damage,  the  disk  stor- 
age  on  a  mobile  host  (MH)  cannot  be  considered  as stable 
storage.  A  reasonable  solution  is  to  utilize  the  stable  stor- 
age  at  mobile  support  stations  (MSSs)  to  store  checkpoints 
of  MHs.  Thus,  to  take  a checkpoint,  an  MH  has  to  trans- 
fer  large  amount  of  data  to  its  local  MSS  over  the  wireless 
network.  Since  the  wireless  network  has  low  bandwidth,  a 
checkpointing  algorithm  should  only  force  minimum  number 
of processes  to  take  checkpoints. 
Coordinated  checkpointing  is  an  attractive  approach  for 
transparently  adding  fault  tolerance  to  distributed  applica- 
tions  since  it  avoids  the  domino  effect  and  minimizes  the  sta- 
ble  storage  requirement.  Much  of the  previous  work  in  coor- 
dinated  checkpointing  has  focused  on  minimizing  the  num- 
ber  of  synchronization  messages  and  the  number  of  check- 
points.  However,  these  algorithms  (called  blocking  algo- 
rithms)  force  all  relevant  processes  in  the  system  to  block 
their  computations  during  checkpointing.  Recently,  non- 
blocking  algorithms  have  received  considerable  attention. 
In  these  algorithms,  processes  need  not  block  during  check- 
pointing  by  using  a checkpointing  sequence  number  (csn)  to 
identify  inconsistent  messages,  but  these  algorithms  require 
all  processes  in  the  system  to  take  checkpoints  during  check- 
pointing,  even  though  many  of the  checkpoints  may  not  be 
necessary. 
P&ash-Singhal  algorithm  was the  first  algorithm  to  com- 
bine  these  two  approaches.  However,  we  [l]  found  that  this 
algorithm  may  result  in  an  inconsistency  in  some  situations 
and  we  proved  that  there  does  not  exist  a non-blocking  al- 
gorithm  which  forces  only  a minimum  number  of  processes 
to  take  their  checkpoints. 
In  this  paper,  we propose  an efficient  non-blocking  scheme. 
This  scheme  is  based  on  a  new  concept  of  “mutable  check- 
point”,  which  is  neither  a  tentative  checkpoint  nor  a  per- 
manent  checkpoint.  Mutable  checkpoints  can  be  saved  any- 
where;  e.g.,  the  main  memory  or  local  disk  of  MHs.  In  this 
way,  taking  a  mutable  checkpoint  avoids  the  overhead  of 
transferring  large  amount  of  data  over  the  wireless  network 
to  the  stable  storage  at  MSSs. 
2  The  Non-blocking  Checkpointing  Scheme 
Most  non-blocking  algorithms  use  a  (csn)  to  avoid  incon- 
sistencies.  More  specifically,  a  process  is  forced  to  take  a 
checkpoint  if  it  receives  a  computation  message  whose  csn 
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is  greater  than  its  local  csn.  This  scheme  works  only  when 
every  process  in  the  computation  can  receive  each  check- 
point  request  and  then  increases  its  own  csn.  If  only  part 
of the  processes  take  checkpoints,  the  csn  of some  processes 
may  be  out-of-date,  and  may  not  be  able  to  avoid  incon- 
sistencies.  One  solution  is  to  have  each  process  maintain  a 
vector  to  save the  csn,  where  csni  b]  represents  the  csn  of Pj 
that  Pi  expects.  Note  that  Pi’s  csni[i]  may  be  different  from 
Pi’s  csnj[i]  if  there  has  been  no  communication  between  Pi 
and  Pj  for  several  checkpoint  intervals. 
2.1  Basic  Scheme 
Based  on  this  csn  vector,  a  simple  non-blocking  scheme  is 
as  follows:  when  a  process  Pi  sends  a  message,  it  piggy- 
backs  the  current  value  of  csni[i].  When  a  process  Pj  re- 
ceives  a  message  m  from  P;,  Pj  processes  the  message  if 
m.csn  5  csnj[i];  otherwise,  Pj  takes  a  checkpoint,  updates 
its  csn  (csnj[i]  =  mcsn),  and  then  processes  the  message. 
This  method  may  result  in  a  large  number  of  unnecessary 
checkpoints.  For  example,  when  a  process  Pi  initiates  a 
checkpointing  process,  it  increases  csn; [il.  Suppose  a process 
Pj  does  not  have  dependency  relationship  with  P,.  Then, 
it  does  not  need  to  take  a checkpoint.  However,  if  P;  sends 
a  computation  message  m  to  Pj,  due  to  csnj[i]  <  mcsn, 
Pj  has  to  take  a checkpoint  and  ask  all  dependent  processes 
to  take  checkpoints.  Moreover,  it  may  lead  to  an  avalanche 
eflect,  where  processes  in  the  system  recursively  ask  others 
to  take  checkpoints. 
2.2  Mutable  Checkpoints 
We  introduce  a  new  concept,  called  mutable  checkpoint,  to 
reflect  the  essence  of  checkpoints  triggered  by  computation 
messages.  A  mutable  checkpoint  is neither  a tentative  check- 
point  nor  a permanent  checkpoint,  but  it  can  be  turned  into 
a  tentative  checkpoint.  When  a  process  takes  a  mutable 
checkpoint,  it  does  not  send  checkpoint  requests  to  other 
processes  and  it  does not  need  to  save the  checkpoint  on sta- 
ble  storage.  It  can  save  the  mutable  checkpoint  anywhere; 
e.g.,  in  the  main  memory  or  the  local  disk  of  MHs.  Sup- 
pose  a process  Pi  has taken  a mutable  checkpoint.  When  P, 
receives  a checkpoint  request,  it  transfers  the  mutable  check- 
point  to  the  stable  storage  and  forces  all  dependent  processes 
to  take  tentative  checkpoints.  In  this  way,  P;  turns  its  mu- 
table  checkpoint  into  a tentative  checkpoint.  If  Pi  does  not 
receive  a checkpoint  request  after  the  checkpointing  activity 
terminates,  it  discards  the  mutable  checkpoint.  Also,  if  a 
process  receives  a computation  message  after  the  sender  has 
finished  its  checkpointing  process,  the  receiver  only  updates 
its  csn  and  does  not  need  to  take  new  checkpoints.  Based 
on  mutable  checkpoints,  our  scheme  avoids  the  overhead  of 
transferring  large  amount  of  data  to  the  stable  storage  at 
MSSs  over  the  wireless  network. 
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